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Almost half of all bird species are in
decline globally and one in eight
are threatened with extinction,

according to a major new report warning
that human actions are driving more
species to the brink and nature is “in
trouble”. The four-yearly State of the
World’s Birds report, which provides a
snapshot of the plight of species globally
and more broadly a barometer for biodi-
versity, comes as the United Nations
steers an international process to protect
nature. “One in eight bird species is
threatened with extinction, and the status
of the world’s birds continues to deterio-
rate: species are moving ever faster
towards extinction,” said the report
released this week by BirdLife
International.

Using data from the International
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN),

the report said 49 percent of bird species
worldwide have declining populations,
with populations falling even in species
not normally rare or at risk. Roughly 13
percent are considered threatened.

The main threats include the growth of
unsustainable agriculture, logging, inva-
sive species, over-exploitation and cli-
mate change. Most bird populations face
a combination of human-caused threats.
“The natural world is in trouble. Human
actions are driving species rapidly
towards extinction, undermining ecosys-
tem functions and services vital to our
own survival,” the report said. BirdLife
International, which has decades of sur-
vey data, said there are now 2.9 billion
fewer individual birds in North America
than there were in 1970, an estimated
drop of 29 percent.

The European Union has seen a net

loss of around 600 million birds, roughly
18 percent since 1980. In both cases,
the losses are most acute among long-
distance migrants and farmland birds.
Birdlife said many key bird preservation
zones were in a poor state and called
for a global push to protect and restore
habitats. In December, nations gather to
finalize a treaty to halt the decline of
biodiversity and set humanity on a path
to “live in harmony with nature” by mid-
century. BirdLife International chief
Patricia Zurita said the framework under
negotiation was “the world’s best and
perhaps last chance to halt the loss of
nature” and restore biodiversity. “The
birds and the rest of nature are depend-
ing on us. And we are depending on
them,” she said. — AFP

Underwater heat 
‘inferno’ ravages
Mediterranean corals

In the temperate shallows of the
Mediterranean, once-vibrant red and pur-
ple coral forests that provide a crucial

haven for biodiversity now stand bleached
and brittle, transformed into skeletons by
record summer temperatures, scientists
say. Holding naked branches of gorgonian
coral, Tristan Estaque of marine conserva-
tion group Septentrion Environnement is
returning despondent from an exploratory
dive off the coast of Marseille in southern
France. “It is heartbreaking, the deteriora-
tion is so fast,” he tells AFP. 

Dive surveys just two months earlier
found an intact landscape, lush with violet-
fringed fans of gorgonian coral. Now it is a
“ghost forest”, says Estaque, with the
majestic fans largely bare of living tissue.
“You have to imagine a tree where there
are no more leaves, no more bark.”

Fragile forests 
Gorgonian corals, which have flexible

skeletons encrusted with polyps, are found
across the planet. Those found in the
Mediterranean are said to create “forests”,
sheltering a huge array of species. But
they are acutely vulnerable to human activ-
ities. Fishing nets, anchors and careless
divers can rip their delicate structures,
while exposure to continuous and intense
heat can be lethal. Marine heatwaves are
becoming more common, according to a
report this year by UN climate experts. This
summer a major marine heatwave hit the
western Mediterranean, with water up to
five degrees Celsius (41 degrees
Fahrenheit) hotter than normal, according
to Mercator Ocean International, the
organization that runs the European ocean
monitoring service.

In some places water reached 30C.
Recent Septentrion Environnement sur-
veys have shown that between 70 and 90
percent of the red gorgonian population in
the 10 to 20-metre zone off Marseille have
since died. The effect was like “an under-
water inferno”, according to Solene
Basthard-Bogain, another of the group’s
specialists. And it is not just near the south-
ern French coast.—AFP

Switzerland’s glaciers lost six percent
of their total volume this year due to a
dry winter and repeated summer

heatwaves, shattering previous ice melt
records, a report revealed Wednesday. The
study by the Cryospheric Commission (CC)
of the Swiss Academy of Sciences laid bare
the drastic scale of glacial retreat-which is
only set to get worse.

“2022 was a disastrous year for Swiss
glaciers: all ice melt records were
smashed,” the CC said, adding that a two
percent loss in 12 months had previously
been considered “extreme”. Three cubic
kilometers of ice-three trillion liters of water-
have melted away, the report said.

“It’s not possible to slow down the melt-
ing in the short term,” said glaciology pro-
fessor Matthias Huss, head of Glacier
Monitoring in Switzerland, which docu-
ments long-term glacier changes in the
Alps and is coordinated by the CC. If car-
bon dioxide emissions are reduced and the
climate protected, “this might save about
one third of the total volumes in Switzerland
in the best case”, he told AFP. Otherwise,
the country “will be losing almost everything

by the end of the century”.

Saharan dust speeds melt 
At the start of the year, the snow cover in

the Alps was exceptionally light, then a
large volume of sand dust blew in from the
Sahara Desert between March and May,
settling on the surface. The contaminated
snow absorbed more heat and melted
faster, depriving the glaciers of their protec-
tive snow coating by early in the European
summer. The continuous heat between
May and early September therefore rav-
aged the glacial ice.

By mid-September, the once-thick layer
of ice that covered the pass between the
Scex Rouge and Tsanfleuron glaciers had
completely melted away, exposing bare
rock that had been frozen over since at
least the Roman era. And in early July, the
collapse of a section of the Marmolada gla-
cier, the biggest in the Italian Alps, killed 11
people and highlighted how serious the sit-
uation had become. According to an
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change report published in February, the
melting of ice and snow is one of the 10 key

threats from climate change.

Smallest glaciers hardest hit 
“The loss was particularly dramatic for

small glaciers,” the CC said. The Pizol,
Vadret dal Corvatsch and Schwarzbachfirn
glaciers “have practically disappeared-mea-
surements were discontinued”, the com-
mission said. In the Engadine and southern
Valais regions, both in the south, “a four to
six-meter-thick layer of ice at 3,000 meters
above sea level vanished,” said the report.
Significant losses were recorded even at
the very highest measuring points, includ-
ing the Jungfraujoch mountain, which
peaks at nearly 3,500 meters.

“Observations show that many glacier
tongues are disintegrating and patches of
rock are rising out of the thin ice in the mid-
dle of glaciers. These processes are further
accelerating the decline,” said the report.
“The trend also reveals how important gla-
ciers are to the water and energy supply in
hot, dry years,” the report stressed-some-
thing to consider given that hydroelectricity
provides more than 60 percent of
Switzerland’s total energy production.

The glacial meltwater in July and August
alone would have provided enough water
this year to completely fill all the reservoirs
in the Swiss Alps. But Huss said that if the
country experienced this year’s meteoro-
logical conditions in 50 years’ time, “the
impact would be much stronger, because in
50 years, we expect that almost all glaciers
are gone and therefore cannot provide
water in a hot and dry summer”.

Melt reveals macabre finds 
The melting of the glaciers has also had

some unexpected consequences. Hikers
are regularly making macabre discoveries
as bodies are being freed from the ice they
have been encased in for decades or even
centuries. 

The melting can also be a boon for
archaeologists who suddenly have access
to objects that are thousands of years old.
Meanwhile the melting of a glacier between
Italy and Switzerland has moved the border
that ran along the watershed, forcing
lengthy diplomatic negotiations.—AFP

This file photo taken on October 18, 1999,
shows an underwater view of Purple
Gorgonian (Paramuricea clavata) coral, victim
of an epidemic of unknown origin. — AFP 

Oldest chimp from
renown Guinean
group dies

Guinea’s oldest chimpanzee and
one of the last members of a
globally famous endangered

community has died in solitude around
the age of 71, the environment ministry
said. Fana, a female chimp born around
1951, was part of a troop that gained
global fame for uncanny abilities to use
tools. The tiny community of apes lives
in a forest around the village of Bossou,
in the far southeastern corner of the
country.

Scientists have trekked to the remote
location for decades to study the chimps’
remarkable use of stone hammers and
anvils to crack open nuts-the most
sophisticated act ever observed of
humanity’s genetically closest relative.
But Fana’s death brings the number of
Bossou chimpanzees down to just six or
seven.

Half are females, though two are no
longer able to reproduce. Fana had
been showing signs of exhaustion over
the past few months, the environment
ministry said on Facebook Tuesday. Her
left upper limb has been paralyzed since
she took a bad fall nearly 25 years ago

and she had long since stopped climbing
trees.

She lived alone as she became less
mobile. Her body was found on
September 19 and she was buried the
next day in the presence of local vil-
lagers. The Bossou apes have a unique
relationship with the village population.
The great apes live in the wild but share
the territory and its resources with the
locals, who protect them, believing them
to be reincarnated ancestors.

Up until 2003, the Bossou chimp
group had been relatively stable at
around 21 animals. But it lost seven
members to the flu that year. It has also
been affected by human activities in the
area. Locals traditionally use slash-and-
burn agriculture, and though they had
preserved a 320-hectare block of forest
around Bossou, surrounding deforesta-
tion has cut it off from the rest of the
Mount Nimba Strict Nature Reserve,
where there are more numerous chimp
communities.

Slash-and-burn agriculture sees
people cult ivate lands unti l  they
become depleted, then clear forests to
create new lands, and repeat the cycle.
The UNESCO World Heritage-listed
reserve straddles Guinea’s borders
with Liberia and Ivory Coast. Fana
leaves behind two sons, Foaf and
Fanwa. She is predeceased by her
daughter, Fotayou. — AFP 

Glaciologist and head of ‘Glacier Monitoring in Switzerland’ (GLAMOS) network Matthias Huss (in yellow shirt) during a visit with his team on the Gries glacier to take readings of measuring
equipments.


